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Me

• Professor of Microbiology at the University of Oxford

• I live and work in Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam

• I have been based here for 11 years

• I am involved in projects all over Asia

• My group uses clinical data, genomics and classical 
microbiology to study the biggest regional issues

• My focus is one enteric (Gram negative) bacteria





















The issues with neonatal sepsis

• Changes in AMR can be observed in this syndrome 

• Many colonizing organisms are AMR and can cause infection

• Mom is likely the major source of infection

• Empirical treatments are failing

• These issues are worse in LMICs in Asia

• MDR, XDR and pan resistant organisms are now common

• We are already living in an era with untreatable infections



The main players
• Klebsiella pneumoniae

• Escherichia coli

• Acinetobacter Baumannii

• Enterobacter cloacae

• Various staphylococcus species

• It is a complex and rapid disease, empirical treatment is often 
the only option





Klebsiella outbreaks

• Our hospital in Nepal has had several outbreaks on the NICU 

• In May 2012 there was major outbreak of Klebsiella

• It affected several wards

• Cefotaxime resistance with variable susceptibility to 
Carbapenems

• Recrudescence in November 2012, 2014 and 2016

• 75% mortality rate







Klebsiella outbreaks

• Disease was associated with an almost pan resistant 
Klebsiella

• The organisms could be detected in the stool of mothers 

• It had variable response to colistin

• It was associated with a new type of plasmid and new capsular 
variant 

• Virulent MDR Klebsiella strains are rare but increasing 

• Many outstanding questions; but what next?



So where are we now?
• We have sustained surveillance for neonatal sepsis in 

Kathmandu

• We are starting to understand Klebsiella and its virulence 
potential and AMR capacity

• Community carriage isa daunting prospect 

• Mothers and babies get sampled longitudinally

• Assess empirical therapy and limit transmission

• Measure “AMR” and its role in disease and mortality

• Ongoing study in Vietnam   



Neonatal sepsis study; Vietnam

• What is the role of AMR in outcome of neonatal sepsis?

• 18 month study in a single centre

• 530 children recruited 

• 420 organisms isolated

• Characterize organisms and their susceptibility profile 

• Genome sequence key organisms

• Relate genome composition to outcome (15% mortality)





So what do we need?

• A better understanding of the biology of neonatal sepsis

• A measure of the impact of AMR

• A standardized database to assess organism dynamics

• Better diagnostic approaches 

• Combination empirical treatment

• Improved infection control 

• Standardized outcome/organism data 



How do we tackle AMR?

• New drugs?

• Repurposing and/or phenotypic reversion of older drugs

• Testing of combinations 

• Alternative approaches

• Vaccination of mom

• Therapeutic antibodies

• Disease control strategies 

• Narrow spectrum treatments with diagnostics  



Thank you and goodnight


